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This article by Basil Markesinis and Jörg Fedtke may be a turning point. It will encourage generations of judges to try the path of comparative law. We may have here the beginning of an intellectual revolution. In the past, we had the following phenomena: Judges did not tend to rely on comparative law; lawyers did not cite comparative law to judges; law schools did not stress comparative law; scholars did not emphasize comparative law; judges did not tend to rely on comparative law; and so on. This vicious circle is coming to its end. Judges *will* start to rely on comparative law; lawyers *will* tend to cite it to judges; law schools *will* start teaching comparative law; scholars *will* be encouraged to research in comparative law; judges *will* rely more and more on comparative law. And one of the important tools in breaking the vicious circle is this article of Markesinis and Fedtke. In what will follow, I am summarizing my own experience in the use of comparative law in public law. I do hope it may encourage other judges to follow in this path, both in public law and in private law.

I. THE IMPORTANCE OF COMPARATIVE LAW

I have found comparative law to be of great assistance in realizing my role as a judge. The case law of the courts of the United States, Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom, and Germany have

*President of the Supreme Court of Israel. This Article is adapted from a section in President Barak's book, *The Judge in a Democracy*, and will also appear with Sir Basil Markesinis's substantially enlarged article that will be published in book form by Cavendish Press, England, under the title *Judicial Recourse to Foreign Law: A New Source of Inspiration?*. Both are scheduled to appear in the spring of 2006.
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helped me significantly in finding the right path to follow. Indeed, comparing oneself to others allows for greater self-knowledge. With comparative law, the judge expands the horizon and the interpretive field of vision. Comparative law enriches the options available to us. In different legal systems, similar legal institutions often fulfill corresponding roles, and similar legal problems (like hate speech, privacy, and now the fight against terrorism) arise. To the extent that these similarities exist, comparative law becomes an important tool with which judges fulfill their role in a democracy ("microcomparison"). Moreover, because many of the basic principles of democracy are common to democratic countries, there is good reason to compare them ("macrocomparison"). Indeed, different democratic legal systems often encounter similar problems. Examining a foreign solution may help a judge choose the best local solution. This usefulness applies both to the development of the common law and to the interpretation of legal texts.

Naturally, one must approach comparative law cautiously, remaining cognizant of its limitations. Comparative law is not merely the comparison of laws. A useful comparison can exist only if the legal systems have a common ideological basis. The judge must be sensitive to the uniqueness of each legal system. Nonetheless, when the judge is convinced that the relative social, historical, and religious circumstances create a common ideological basis, it is possible to refer to a foreign legal system as a source of comparison and inspiration. Indeed, the importance of comparative law lies in extending the judge's horizons. Comparative law awakens judges to the potential latent in their own legal systems. It informs judges about the successes and failures that may result from adopting a particular legal solution. It refers judges to the relationship between a solution to the legal problem before them and other legal problems. Thus, comparative law acts as an experienced friend. Of course, there is no obligation to refer to comparative law. Additionally, even when comparative law is consulted, the final decision must always be "local." The benefit of

1. See Police v. Georgiades, [1983] 2 C.L.R. 33 (Cyprus). Justice Pikis compared different national and international legal systems to give content to the right of privacy. It was decided by the Supreme Court of Cyprus that the right of privacy applies not only vis-à-vis the state but also in the relationships between individuals. Id. at 50-54, 60-65.
3. Id. at 4-5.
comparative law lies in expanding judicial thinking about the possible arguments, legal trends, and decisionmaking structures available.

II. THE INFLUENCE OF COMPARATIVE LAW

Comparative law is a tool that aids in constitutional and statutory interpretation. This assistance may work on three levels. The first concerns interpretive theory. Comparative law helps the judge better understand the role of interpretation and the role of the judge therein. To exemplify the point, consider the interpretative status of the intent of the creator in understanding constitutions and statutes. Before judges decide their own position on the issue, they would do well to consider how other legal systems treat the question. The second level on which judges rely on comparative law is connected with democracy's fundamental values. Democracies share common fundamental values. Democracy must infringe certain fundamental values in order to maintain others. It is important for judges to know how foreign law treats this question and what techniques it uses. Does it employ a technique of balancing or of categorization? Why is one technique preferred over another? Every legal system grapples with the issue of constitutional limitations on human rights. What are these limitations and what technique was used to reach them? What are the remedies for violating an unlawful order and how can they be determined? The third level of aid provided by comparative law concerns the solutions it offers to specific situations: How protected is racist speech? Is affirmative action recognized? How does the foreign system deal with terrorism? Of course, the resolution of these issues is intrinsically local. In different legal systems, however, they have a common core in that they reflect the problems of democracy and the complexity of human relations. Again, I do not advocate adopting the foreign arrangement. It is never binding. I just advocate an open approach, one which recognizes that for all our singularity, we are not alone. That recognition will enrich our own legal systems if we take the trouble to understand how others respond in situations similar to those we encounter.

III. COMPARATIVE LAW AND INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

Comparative law is an important source from which the judge may learn the objective purpose of a statute.5 This is the case with
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5. See AHARON BARAK, PURPOSIVE INTERPRETATION IN LAW 148 (Sari Bashi trans., 2005). For a discussion of comparative law and the courts, see generally COMPARATIVE
regard to both the specific purpose, or microcomparison, and the
general purpose, or macrocomparison, of the statute. The comparison
is relevant even if it is clear that the legislature was not inspired by
foreign law. In looking for the specific statutory purpose, a judge may
be inspired by a similar statute in a foreign democratic legal system.
This is so when he wishes to learn of the purpose underlying
legislation that regulates a legal “institution” such as an agency or a
lease. The judge does not refer to the details of the foreign laws.
Rather, he examines the function that the legal institution fulfills in the
two systems. If there is a similarity in the functions, he may find
interpretive ideas about the (objective) purpose of the legislation. An
example of this potential use is the principle of good faith in executing
a contract. To the extent that this principle fulfills a similar function in
different legal systems, it is possible to use the law of a foreign system
to discern the purpose that underlies the principle of good faith in local
law. Moreover, it is possible to use comparative law—from other
national systems and from international law—to determine the general
(objective) purpose that reflects the basic principles of the system.
Again, however, this comparative analysis is possible only if the two
legal systems share a common ideological basis.

IV. COMPARATIVE LAW AND INTERPRETATION OF CONSTITUTIONS

Comparative law can help judges determine the objective
purpose of a constitution. Democratic countries have several
fundamental principles in common. As such, legal institutions often
fulfill similar functions across countries. From the purpose that one
given democratic legal system attributes to a constitutional
arrangement, one can learn something about the purpose of that
particular constitutional arrangement in another legal system. Indeed,
comparative constitutional law is a good source of expanded horizons
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and cross fertilization of ideas across legal systems. This is clearly the case when the constitutional text of one country has been influenced by the constitutional text of another. But even in the absence of any direct or indirect influence of one constitutional text on another, there is still a basis for interpretative inspiration. An example is where a constitution refers expressly to democratic values or democratic societies. But even without such a reference, the interpretative influence of comparative law is substantial. This is the case with regard to determining the scope of human rights, resolving particularly difficult issues such as abortion and the death penalty, and determining constitutional remedies.

Nonetheless, as we have seen, interpretive inspiration is only useful if there is an ideological basis common to the two legal systems and a common allegiance to basic democratic principles. A common basis of democracy is, however, a necessary but insufficient condition for comparative analysis. As judges, we must also examine whether there are factors in the historical development and social conditions that make the local and foreign systems different enough to render

---


interpretive inspiration impracticable. But when there is an adequate similarity, interpretive inspiration is possible. This is the case with regard to inspiration from the law of another democratic country. It is also true with regard to interpretive inspiration from international law, as various international conventions enshrine constitutional values. These conventions influence the formation of the objective purpose of different constitutional texts. The case law of international and national courts that interpret these conventions ought to serve as a basis for the interpretation of the constitutions of various nations.

V. USE OF COMPARATIVE LAW IN PRACTICE

The use of comparative law for the development of the common law and the interpretation of legal texts is determined by the tradition of the legal system. Israeli law, for example, makes extensive use of comparative law. When Israeli courts encounter an important legal problem, they frequently examine foreign law. Reference to law from the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia is commonplace. Those with the linguistic ability also refer to Continental European law and, sometimes, we use English translations of Continental European (mainly German, French, and Italian) legal literature.

In countries of the British Commonwealth, there is much cross fertilization. Each such nation refers to United Kingdom case law. United Kingdom judges refer to Commonwealth case law and Commonwealth judges, in turn, refer to each other's case law. The
Supreme Court of Canada is particularly noteworthy for its frequent and fruitful use of comparative law. As such, Canadian law serves as a source of inspiration for many countries around the world. Generous use of comparative law can also be found in the opinions of the South African Constitutional Court. In South Africa’s Constitution, it is explicitly determined that: “When interpreting the Bill of Rights, a court, tribunal, or forum—(a) must promote the values that underlie an open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom; (b) must consider international law; and, (c) may consider foreign law.”

Regrettably, until very recently, the United States Supreme Court has made little use of comparative law. Many democratic countries derive inspiration from this Court, particularly in its interpretation of the United States Constitution. By contrast, some justices of the Supreme Court do not cite foreign case law in their judgments. They fail to make use of an important source of inspiration, one that enriches legal thinking, makes law more creative, and strengthens the democratic ties and foundations of different legal systems. Justice Claire L’Heureux-Dubé of the Canadian Supreme Court has rightly observed that “[i]f we continue to learn from each other, we as judges, lawyers, and scholars will contribute in the best possible way not only to the advancement of human rights but to the pursuit of justice itself, wherever we are.” Of course, American law in general, and its

15. See, e.g., Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898, 921 n.11 (1997) (“Justice Breyer's dissent would have us consider the benefits that other countries, and the European Union, believe they have derived from federal systems that are different from ours. We think such comparative analysis inappropriate to the task of interpreting a constitution . . . .”); Stanford v. Kentucky, 492 U.S. 361, 369 n.1 (1989) (“We emphasize that it is American conceptions of decency that are dispositive, rejecting the contention of petitioners and their various amici . . . that the sentencing practices of other countries are relevant.”); Thompson v. Oklahoma, 487 U.S. 815, 868 n.4 (1988) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (“The plurality’s reliance upon Amnesty International’s account of what it pronounces to be civilized standards of decency in other countries . . . is totally inappropriate as a means of establishing the fundamental beliefs of this Nation.”).
constitutional law in particular, is rich and developed. American law is comprised of not one but fifty-one legal systems. Nonetheless, I think that it is always possible to learn new things even from other democratic legal systems that, in their turn, have learned from American law. As Judge Guido Calabresi rightly said: "Wise parents do not hesitate to learn from their children."\textsuperscript{8} There appears to be the beginning of a change in the United States Supreme Court's attitude towards comparative law. In some recent cases, Supreme Court justices have cited case law from other jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{9} Is this Court moving toward wider use of comparative law?

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[18.] United States v. Then, 56 F.3d 464, 469 (2d Cir. 1995).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}